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Abstract: Metadata is essential for access, management, utilization, and discoverability of
digital collections, but many repositories do not have the necessary resources to describe objects
effectively at the item level. At Carnegie Mellon University, we are examining various methods
for extracting item-level metadata from digital records automatically using combined
computational methods. This is an interdisciplinary and interdepartmental research project that is
focused on providing automated metadata solutions for archivists, digital humanists, and other
similar professionals.
In 2016, we began our research in this area while evaluating and assessing our digital object
metadata as part of a larger repository migration. We have over 3 million pages of items in our
digital collections that have inaccurate and inconsistent metadata. Our goal is to use
computational methods and tools such as optical character recognition, regular expressions, topic
modeling, and natural language processing to build an efficient workflow, which will allow us to
automate portions of the revision and enrichment processes for our digital object metadata. The
workflow we are developing focuses on creating “templates” for loose categories of objects in
our digital collections, based on the genre, form, and other characteristics of the items.
We are currently testing our methodology on one of our smaller digitized collections––the
William W. Cooper Collection––consisting of 2,885 objects. Ultimately, we hope to share our
workflow, code, and any other resulting tools and technologies with the wider community via
our GitHub repository. Our aim is to produce an approachable, practical, and adaptable method
for automating metadata creation.
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